Like Swans

“Rowing is a vehicle for exploring the outer limits of human performance. It occurs within a simplified context that permits a clear view of
what is effective and what is not. In crew there is no defense, only offense: winning boat races simply means moving faster than everybody
else. You cannot slow down your opponents. Since your sole weapon is speed, the goal is straightforward: maximize forward velocity. As it
turns out, lessons learned afloat carry over onto dry land, where we also want maximal forward motion in our lives.”
Mind over Water: Lessons on Life from the Ar t of Rowing,
b y C r a i g L a m b e r t ( H o u g h t o n M i f f l i n , 19 9 8 )

on a splendid day in the fall of 2019, Ilyce Chizmadia, a teacher at Wellesley Middle School (WMS) and her husband took their son,
Max, to the Head of the Charles Regatta (HOCR), the world’s largest rowing event that takes place over two days in October on the Charles
River. A majestic sight, 11,000 athletes in close to 2,000 boats from across the globe gather to race in a three-mile course. The narrow boats,
called shells, appear to glide across the top of the water in syncopation. Drawing approximately 250,000 spectators annually, the HOCR
was a fun family outing for the Chizmadia family. Little did they know at the time of the lasting impact the afternoon would have on Max.
“I began rowing in the summer of 2020,” said Max, now a ninth grader at Wellesley High School (WHS). “My parents had taken me to
the Head of the Charles, and I thought it was very cool to watch. Later that winter my mom signed me up for ‘Learn to Row’ at Community
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Rowing, Inc. [(CRI) in Brighton] for April school vacation week. We found out that the vacation program, along with everything else, had
been shut down. When I learned that camp was also canceled for summer 2020, I circled back to CRI and their summer programs were
open. I spent almost every week there for the summer and have been there ever since.”
Entry into the sport was similar for WHS tenth grader Peter Frost, who had not heard of rowing until his mother told him about it. This
triggered his interest to try out for the sport, even though he had never rowed before.
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Mary Mazzio, 1992 Barcelona Olympics rowing team member,
film director, and owner of 50 Eggs Films

have boathouses. But perhaps the most famous is the
Harry Parker Boat House at CRI along the Charles River.
“I started rowing in the fall of 2020, when I was starting seventh grade, at 12 years old,” said Kwan. “I’m a coxswain. I row in a single, a one-person boat, recreationally.
However, I’ve coxed in quads (four-person boats where
rowers have two oars each), fours (four-person boats
where rowers have one oar each), and eights (a boat with
eight people). I cox competitively, but I row recreation-
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“When I signed up to try out for the team, I had no clue what a cox-

Max, Peter, and Kwan selected an exclusive sport, thus becoming

swain was or really what the sport was about,” said Peter. “I never really

members of Wellesley’s Rowing World (WRW), a unique, close-knit

thought about how the boat would steer and get places. The tryout was

community of elite athletes.

three days long. On the third day, we were put on erg [ergometer]

WRW consists of several former students of Tenacre Country Day

machines to see how we were with rowing. Having never erged before,

School who are nationally and internationally known in rowing circles.

and being a scrawny 105-pound freshman, I totally bombed the tryout

One of these former students is Kurt Somerville, a member of the 1980

and went home thinking that it was over.”

Olympics eight-man boat team known as “The Eight,” and an inductee

“I had already moved on from the embarrassment of the tryout,”

in the U.S. Rowing Hall of Fame. Kurt trained under the famous Harvard

Peter continued, “when, three days later my mom received an email

University Coach Harry Parker and was awarded the Congressional

from the head coach. You can imagine my surprise and confusion when

Gold Medal by President Jimmy Carter. (Carter presented the medal to

I opened it and there was a text saying that I was chosen to be something

U.S. athletes who didn’t compete in the 1980 Summer Olympics in

called a coxswain [pronounced: kaak-sn]. After a quick Google search

Moscow due to the United States boycott of the games after the Soviet

and light consideration, the rest was history.”

Union invaded Afghanistan).

Kwan Zhang, an eighth grader at WMS, began his love for the sport

Another former Olympian and WRW participant is Mary Mazzio,

in much the same way. He became intrigued after visiting a boat house.

a member of the 1992 Barcelona Olympics rowing team and a partici-

Many area colleges, including Harvard, MIT, Wellesley, and Simmons,

pant in the 1991 National Championships. Mary still races the Henley
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ally,” Kwan explained.
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Women at the Helm
Wellesley’s Rowing World (WRW) includes many young, highly decorated female

London), and a bunch of us are headed to England this summer to race with

Wellesley athletes who began rowing in high school and have continued the sport

several UK rowers from the 1992 Games.”

in college. Some of them selected the sport because of its beauty and some out of
curiosity. Others follow in the footsteps of parents or siblings who rowed.
Clementine Perry, a junior at Yale University, is in her third year as a member

The sport of rowing has not always embraced the female athlete, however,
only including competitive women’s rowing in the Olympics in 1976. The intent
of Title IX, one of the laws passed as part of the education amendments and

of the Yale Women’s Crew Team. Her sister, Scarlet, is a senior at the Winsor

signed into law by President Richard Nixon in 1972, was to change the status

School in Boston and will row at Duke University next year. She won a Silver

and treatment of women in sports. The law provided equal rights to athletes,

Medal in the Women’s Youth Doubles (2X) at the Head of the Charles Regatta,

students, and professionals despite gender.

October 2021.
Daisy Mazzio-Manson was also a member of the Yale Women’s Varsity Crew,

In 1976, after little if any progress was made in female collegiate sports, Chris
Ernst, a member of the Women’s Rowing Team at Yale, coordinated a protest

a first team All-American, and a two-time first team All-Ivy. In graduate school at

that shook the sporting world and changed the role for female athletes forever.

the University of Texas she became an NCAA Champion, rowing four-seat in the

Even though the Yale Women’s Rowing Team was performing well, they still

University of Texas Varsity Eight in 2021, which won the NCAA Championships

weren’t treated equally. In order to get the school’s attention, 19 crew members,

for the first time in the University’s rowing program history.

led by Chris, walked into the Women’s Athletic Director’s office and bared their

Maja Tellander is a freshman rower at Dartmouth College this fall and Sofia

bodies to reveal “Title IX” painted on their backs and chests. A Yale newspaper

Mason, who graduated from Brown University in 2021, rowed all four years there

staff writer, who was also a New York Times stringer, invited a photographer.

and is now attending medical school.

Then, Chris read the statement:

Under the leadership of Head Crew Coach Tessa Spillane, Wellesley College
also boasts a fierce women’s rowing program. Tessa has led the team to

“These are the bodies Yale is exploiting…We are not just healthy young things

appearances in the NCAA Division III Championships for ten years and eight

in blue and white uniforms who perform feats of strength for Yale in the nice

titles in the NEWMAC Championships (New England Women’s & Men’s Athletic

spring weather; we are not just statistics on your win column. We’re human

Conference).

and being treated as less than such.”

Women who row, as well as the men who take up the sport, tend to be
lifelong rowers. Wellesley resident Mary Mazzio, Daisy Mazzio-Manson’s mother

Mary’s first film, A Hero for Daisy, is about Chris’s leadership and bravery. “Given

and a former Olympian shared, “I still race with my doubles partner from the

that this year is the 50th anniversary of Title IX, that Chris Ernst, a two-time

Olympic Games. She happens to live in Massachusetts and we continue training

Olympian, in addition to helping me move forward, also helped generations of

and racing together. We’ve won the Head of the Charles, Henley Masters (in

women. It was Chris who galvanized her rowing team back in the 1970s to fight
for equity at Yale in a stunning display that paved the way for so many others. The
boathouse at Yale is now named after a woman, Olympian Ginny Gilder, who was

Charles Regatta, Youth 2x event.

part of that battle for justice.”
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below: Scarlet Perry, left, Silver Medal, Head of the
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Masters Regatta in London, as well as the
Head of the Charles locally. Mary’s daughter,
Daisy Mazzio-Manson, is also an accomplished rower. A 2012 Tenacre graduate,
Daisy was a member of the 2019 and 2020
United States U23 Rowing Team, winning a
bronze medal in the Women’s Eight at U23
World Championships in 2019. (See sidebar.)
Also part of Wellesley’s Rowing World is
Patrick Perry, a biotech executive who rowed
while a student at Yale University and continues to row today at the Cambridge Boat House
and competes in the Head of the Charles.
Rowing is an ancient sport and one of the
oldest Olympic sports (men only until 1976).
Team members, or crews, range in number
from one to nine, depending on the boat and
class. Crew size is one, two, four, or eight, plus
the coxswain, who steers the boat and does not
row. Boat classes — sweep, sculling, and openwater — range from an individual shell to an
eight-person with a coxswain. Every person in
every position on the boat has a name and specific function. If you row sweep, there’s one oar
per person. Sculling requires two oars per person. If the oar is on the left side of the boat the
rower is a starboard, and on the right, a port.
Inside the boat, the coxswain sits facing the bow.
The athletes in the bow are typically strong
technical rowers, the middle rowers are usually

room”), and the stern pair sets the stroke rate.
Traditionally, rowing has been the sport of a
select, privileged few. The decades-long rivalry
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extra strong physically (often called the “engine
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“Rowing is an equal mental and physical sport. You can be in great physical
shape, but be an awful rower if you lack the mental strength.”
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– M a x / n i n t h g r a d e r a t We l l e s l e y H i g h S c h o o l

between Harvard and Yale began in 1851. The historic competition

resistance,” states Craig Lambert in his book, Mind Over Water: Lessons

between Oxford and Cambridge across the pond on the River Thames

on Life from the Art of Rowing. Craig is a fellow rower who has written

in London began in 1829. These rivalries continue today.

about the sport for years.

Physically punishing and mentally demanding, rowing is not for

Max explained, “Rowing is an equal mental and physical sport. You

those who lack tenacity or a competitive spirit. Many experts believe

can be in great physical shape, but be an awful rower if you lack the

that rowing requires mental toughness equal in measure to athletic

mental strength. In rowing, you can’t give up because you have an entire

power and skill. It requires extreme athleticism and discipline — in and

boat of teammates relying on you to do your job.”

out of the boat.
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“Rowing helps develop you physically and mentally but brings a

“Unlike running, rowing calls on every major muscle in the body —

sense of team over individual. That team brings a great sense of cama-

legs, buttocks, back, abdomen, shoulders, arms, and pits them against

raderie and shared purpose,” said Patrick, who was captain of his light-
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“Rowing requires teamwork. And you are engaged in common efforts
and goals. It’s tough to be an individual in rowing.”
– P a t r i c k / b i o t e c h exe c u t i ve

weight crew at Yale. “Rowing requires teamwork. And you are engaged

essential in propelling the rowing shell,” said Kwan. “Sometimes a rower

in common efforts and goals. It’s tough to be an individual in rowing,”

might feel like giving up and the coxswain would have to offer the nec-

he emphasized.

essary motivation and encouragement to keep him going. Being confi-
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“I definitely think that coxing is a mental sport — you need to know
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dent is key.”

what calls to make and when and how to make them,” Peter opined.

Max, Peter, and Kwan all row at CRI, whose motto is “Rowing for all.”

“Anyone can tell a boat to go faster but it takes experience to know when

Many athletes from Wellesley have learned, developed, and perfected

to make a move on a team. The job of a coxswain is to keep the rowers

the sport at CRI. According to CRI Executive Director Ted Benford,

together.”

there are currently about 50 rowers from Wellesley.

Fellow coxswain Kwan agreed. “As a coxswain, my job is to help row-

“Rowing provides incredible opportunities for learning — rowing on

ers defeat ‘the wall.’ Unlike other sports, one cannot stop rowing for a

a team is profoundly cooperative. The clichés of rowing not only ring

break, even as pain overtakes them in a race. Every person in the boat is

true conceptually in the boat, they come to life — trusting your team

Like Swans Gliding on Glass

mates to simultaneously push your effort

young Black youth from Chicago’s West Side who, despite all odds, became a full-fledged rowing

while you depend on theirs,” Benford said.

crew. Mary Mazzio is not just a rower but also an award-winning documentary film director and

“This type of activity brings concepts of trust,

owner of 50 Eggs Films, a Wellesley-based independent film production company that recently

honesty, and commitment to life. You can feel

made a film, A Most Beautiful Thing, based on Arshay and the team.

when you are connected to your teammates
through common purpose.”
“While its history goes back across eons,
rowing is currently a predominantly white
sport and can be perceived as elitist,” Ted
stated. “Although, I think that perception is

Community Rowing has a serious commitment to inclusion, advocacy, and diversity. In addition to reaching out to young men and woman at all age and background levels, it offers pararowing for people with physical, cognitive, and sensory challenges, as well as sweep and sculling
programs for veterans and military families.
The young Wellesley Rowing World trio row at CRI and all appear set to turn their rowing experiences into a true love for the sport.

changing. Community Rowing was founded

“I’m on a U17 Boys team,” said Max. “I’ve rowed in all types of boats. Our eight won first place

on the premise that the lessons of the sport

at New England Junior and High School Regional Championship Regatta in the fall of 2021 on

should be provided to anyone in the Boston

Lake Quinsigamond in Worcester. We also won second place in our eight in the fall of 2021 at

community regardless of their background,

Head of the Fish in Saratoga, New York,” He added, “I would love to row in college!”

experience, or ability.”

Peter shares his enthusiasm. “I’ve coxed at many regattas and I have won once, came in second

“In our efforts to be an effective ally as well
as take creative action to diversify rowing,
we’ve taken a number of steps to learn the best
means to reach the entire Boston community,” said Ted. “Currently, we provide indoor
rowing programs in over 40 area public
schools including the Boston Public Schools,
free of charge. Our coaches transport rowing
machines to the schools, collaborate with PE
teachers, and provide middle school and high
school students the first experience of rowing
in a curriculum-based program. As part of
that program, we provide the schools free field
trips to the Harry Parker Boathouse to get on
the water in a learn to row program,” he noted.

America’s First All-Black High School Rowing
Team (Flatiron Books, 2020), by Arshay
Cooper, is about the most unlikely group of
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A Most Beautiful Thing: The True Story of
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“Rowing provides incredible opportunities for learning —
rowing on a team is profoundly cooperative.”
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– Te d B e n f o r d / C R I E xe c u t i ve D i r e c t o r
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in another, and last year I came in last twice. We also had a scrimmage

avoided the situation if I made better calls. I was determined to be a bet-

against both Belmont Hill, where I won twice, and we had another

ter coxswain. I participated in many different training sessions to learn

scrimmage against BC (the actual college) where all of our boats beat

the technical aspects of coxing and asked for advice and feedback from

them as well. We are good!” Peter exclaimed. “I’m now a varsity cox-

my coaches, more experienced coxswains, and the rowers. Eventually, I

swain for a prestigious high school rowing program and bringing home

was able to master the responsibilities of a coxswain and make better

gold medals.”

decisions when on the water.

Perhaps Kwan summed up the tenacity of all three boys regarding the

“This event illustrates the positive effects that grit has had on my life,”

dedication and commitment required to succeed in rowing. At a scrim-

Kwan added. “If I had given up coxing after my failure, I would not have

mage in Shelton, Connecticut, the first time he had coxed in a competi-

been able to accomplish so much in the sport of rowing and would have

tion, he “made the wrong calls” that could have led to disaster. “I was

missed out on a lot of team bonding. Thankfully, I persisted despite the

very disappointed with myself,” he says, “for I knew that I could have

challenges and was eventually able to redeem myself.”

